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A little bit about myself

Hi, and welcome to my talk today!



HELLO!

Bram(us) Van Damme

My name is Bramus Van Damme and ...



HELLO!

Odisee, Belgium Lecturer Web

I’m from Belgium, that’s that tiny country right there. 

In Belgium I work as a Lecturer ICT at the Technical 
University Odisee. I’m responsible for some of the web 
related courses:

- Serverside Webscripting (PHP)
- Clientside Webscripting (JS)
- Web & Mobile Development (Specialty Course)

Roughly translated: I’m a geek. I love a good chunk of code.



@bramus

HELLO!

https://www.bram.us

If you would want to reach me somehow, just give me a 
shout during this talk, or via Twitter. I also blog – yes, 
those things do still exist – about anything that interests 
me: js, php, gis, music, …



A little bit about you?

your name is?

Interests:
- who here is into web development?
- who here is into game development?

- any developed games? technologies?
- any developed websites? technologies?
- any developed mobile apps?



So. Today I’m here to talk about HTML5 and why you 
should consider it an option when it comes to developing 
games.



PART I
From Flash to HTML5

This talk is divided into to parts. In this first part we’ll take 
a historic look on how Flash got pushed aside by HTML5.



Who here knows this application? Yes, it’s Adobe Flash.

- 2000s: go-to-platform to developing interactive 
applications and games on the web.
- Flash Player great penetration rate

- Very decent IDE
- ActionScript Language
- ActionScript 3.0

- Powerful, object-oriented programming language
- Smooth animations (2D and 3D)
- Accessing the camera and microphone
- Streaming video
- Creating peer-to-peer connections
- Bitmap Manipulations

> It all was possible using Flash – and only Flash – back in 
those days.

Fast-forward a decade and the usage of Flash has 
diminished greatly. HTML on the other hand has risen to a 
whole new level, and has taken over the pole position from 
Flash. 

So how exactly and why did this happen? Well, there’s a few 
reasons for that …



Reason #1: No flash for you!

Reason #1 is that Flash was (and still is) not supported on 
all devices.



Who here recognizes the picture? 

It’s a picture taken at the inauguration of the previous pope 
(Pope Benedictus XVI), which happened in 2005.

Note the number of cellphones that you see here. I can 
count two.



Now, here’s is a picture of the inauguration of Pope 
Franciscus I, taken in 2013.

The contrast with the previous picture couldn’t be bigger: 
In the 2005 photo you can only see 2 cellphones; in the 
2013 photo practically everyone is holding a smartphone/
tablet/camera.



So, what happened in between 2005 and 2013?



This happened.

Steve Jobs unveiled the Original iPhone on January 9, 2007 
it disrupted the mobile phone landscape.

One must admit: ever since then, the look and feel of 
mobile phones and its features has changed: touch 
interfaces, rich visuals, high-definition camera’s, etc. – it’s 
all there because of the iPhone.



As you might be aware, (most of) those devices don’t run Flash! On the iPhone 
you’ll be presented with this lego brick when visiting a site that embeds a Flash 
object.



No Flash for you!

http://www.apple.com/hotnews/thoughts-on-flash/

Now, the Flash people blame Steve Jobs for holding Flash off the iPad, but there was some very good 
reasoning behind it, as published on the Apple Website in 2010:

1) Flash is a closed platform: Adobe Flash is controlled entirely by Adobe: Adobe decides which 
features it supports, and which features it does not.  

2) Flash is not needed to play video: Video fragments on computers are encoded (and decoded) by a so-
called codec. A modern codec which offers high quality video for (relatively) low bitrates is H.264 for 
example. Video files encoded using this format are directly support by the iPhone (and iPod, and 
iPad), bypassing the need for Flash.  

3) Reliability, Security, and Performance: In 2010 the Symantec Internet Security Threat Report ranked 
Flash Player at the second place in the “Top attacked vulnerabilities” list.  
 
Above that Apple claims it, back then,  was “the number one reason [why] Macs crash”. Attempts to 
working with Adobe to fixing these issues have been without any result.  
 
Therefore Apple “do[es]n’t want to reduce the reliability and security of our iPhones, iPods and iPads 
by adding Flash”.  

4) Flash is not battery friendly: The iPhone – among other mobile devices – ship with a hardware H.246 
decoder chip. Flash – which also supports H.246 – does not use that hardware to decode the video 
received. As per Apple claim “On an iPhone H.264 videos play for up to 10 hours, while videos 
decoded in software play for less than 5 hours before the battery is fully drained.”  

5) Flash is not designed for touch interfaces: Many flash sites were developed to be interacted with 
using the mouse and/or keyboard. When developing touch-friendly websites, one has to take a few 
pointers in account. One of these pointers is the fact that rollovers do not exist on touch devices 

6) “Flash is a third party layer which can hinder then enhancement and progress of the iOS platform”: To 
Apple this is the most important reason to why they don’t allow Flash on the iPhone: “We know from 
painful experience that letting a third party layer of software come between the platform and the 
developer ultimately results in sub-standard apps and hinders the enhancement and progress of the 
platform. If developers grow dependent on third party development libraries and tools, they can only 
take advantage of platform enhancements if and when the third party chooses to adopt the new 
features. We cannot be at the mercy of a third party deciding if and when they will make our 
enhancements available to our developers.”  
 
As Flash is a cross-platform tool it would not be unthinkable for Adobe to not include a few iOS-only 
specific features, thus hindering the advancements into getting traction.

Whilst most of Job’s arguments held true back then, Adobe did close the gap on some issues, such as 
battery drain, by early 2011 – four years after the iPhone launch date. 

So that’s reason #1 why Flash has lost its pole position



Reason #2 : Device Improvements

Reason #2 is that the processing power of smartphones has 
become huge.



When look at all iPhone and iPad generations benchmarks 
by Geekbench the advancements are truly amazing. The S 
in iPhone 4S means doubling the score when compared to 
the iPhone 4. The iPhone 5 score is 6 times the score of the 
iPhone 4.

iPhone 6 (A8 1400Mhz 2 cores): 2885
iPhone 6 Plus (A8 1400Mhz 2 cores): 2872
iPad Air 2 (A8 1500Mhz 3 cores): 4531

The CPU, amount of RAM, etc. all add up to the results of 
these benchmarks. Other advances, such as hardware 
decoder chips, have made the mobile devices true 
powerhouses.



Take the specifications of the OnePlus One (2014) for 
example. It’s a true powerhouse: 
- Full HD screen (1080x1920)
- Quad-Core 2.5Ghz
- 3GB RAM
- 64GB Storage
- 13MP camera (4128 x 3096)



For reasons of comparison: the Apollo11 Guidance 
Computer had a 2Mhz processor, 10kilobytes of RAM and 
weighed about 32 kilograms.

As Stephen Hay put it: “Your mobile phone has more 
computing power than all of NASA *combined* in 1969. 
NASA launched a man to the moon back then. We launch a 
bird into pigs.”



Reason #3 : HTML has become mature

Reason #3 is that there have been loads of improvements 
when it comes down to the web. Over the past 5 years a 
plentitude of new features and technical possibilities have 
become available.



Semantics

Offline & Storage

Device Access

Connectivity

Multimedia

3D, Graphics & Effects

Performance & Integration

CSS3

The new technologies are divided into 8 categories/groups. 
We’ll take a closer look into these over the next few slides.

Now this is all *new* stuff, most of it didn’t exist 5 years 
ago. 5 years ago is 2008, the iPhone already existed for a 
year (which didn’t run Flash).



BROWSER SUPPORT?

http://caniuse.com/

First a note on browser support: If you’re wondering about 
browser support, there’s this awesome website named 
caniuse.com. just type in the name of one the technologies 
and see in which browsers it is support.

Nowadays it’s looking really good: most of the current 
versions, or upcoming versions of browsers do support 
most of the technologies.



Basically, all those people here can run all the demos I’m 
about to show, or will be able to run in the near future.



SEMANTICS

Structural Elements  
<header>, <footer>, <section>, <progress>, … 

New attributes 

New form input types 
<input	  type="date|color|number|…"> 

…

This is something for the web geeks: it’s about the HTML 
elements one can use. HTML5 introduces new structural 
elements (<header>, <footer>, <section>, <progress>, 
…), new media elements (<audio>, <video>, …), new 
attributes, new link form types (<input type="date">, 
<input type="color">, …), etc.



CSS3
Rounded Corners

Webfonts

Transforms & Transitions & Animations

Filters & Blend Modes

Flexbox / Grid Layout

…

With CSS3 it’s possible to animate and translate elements 
using pure CSS. Even basic 3D rotations are supported. 
Above that they’re GPU accelerated, making them very fast.

Furthermore CSS blend modes have started to get traction.

Sidenote: Mediaqueries are not CSS3 and exist longer ;-)



ANIMATIONS

http://leuven.use-it.travel/



GRID LAYOUT

http://codepen.io/rachelandrew/pen/joxHG

.mainnav	  {	  grid-‐area:	  nav;	  }	  

.subhead	  {	  grid-‐area:	  subhead;	  }	  

.quote	  {	  grid-‐area:	  quote;	  }	  

.content	  {	  grid-‐area:	  content;	  }	  

.feature-‐image	  {	  grid-‐area:	  feature;	  }

This thing has gotten me really excited. Proper layouting 
using CSS3.
Only available in select browers, behind a feature flag (spec 
still in draft)



GRID LAYOUT

http://codepen.io/rachelandrew/pen/joxHG

@media	  only	  screen	  and	  (min-‐width:	  980px)	  {	  
	  	  .wrapper	  {	  
	  	  	  	  display:	  grid;	  
	   	  grid-‐template-‐columns:	  200px	  40px	  auto	  40px	  200px;	  
	   	  grid-‐template-‐rows:	  auto	  auto	  auto;	  
	   	  grid-‐template-‐areas:	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ".	  .	  subhead	  .	  ."	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  "nav	  .	  feature	  .	  quote"	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  "nav	  .	  content	  .	  quote";	  
	  	  }	   	  
}



GRID LAYOUT

http://codepen.io/rachelandrew/pen/joxHG



GRID LAYOUT

http://codepen.io/rachelandrew/pen/joxHG

@media	  (min-‐width:	  700px)	  and	  (max-‐width:	  980px)	  {	  
	  	  	  	  .wrapper	  {	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  display:grid;	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  width:	  90%;	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  grid-‐template-‐columns:	  20%	  5%	  auto	  ;	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  grid-‐template-‐rows:	  auto	  ;	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  grid-‐template-‐areas:	  ".	  .	  subhead"	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  "nav	  .	  quote"	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  "nav	  .	  feature"	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  "nav	  .	  content"	  ;	  
	  	  	  	  }	  
}



GRID LAYOUT

http://codepen.io/rachelandrew/pen/joxHG



CSS FILTERLAB

http://html.adobe.com/webplatform/graphics/customfilters/cssfilterlab/

CSS3 filters. Just like in Photoshop, straight in the browser!

(demo offline though)



CSS BLEND MODES

http://codepen.io/adobe/full/FeiCp

CSS3 Blend Modes.
Combined with CSS3 filters and Filesystem access we could 
create an online Photoshop with this!



OFFLINE & STORAGE

Local Storage

Application Cache

Web SQL

IndexedDB

…

New specifications such as localStorage, application cache, 
webSQL and IndexedDB allow one to create “offline first” 
applications and/or to persistently store data on the client. 



APP CACHE
<html	  manifest="demo.appcache">...</html>

CACHE	  MANIFEST	  
#	  2015-‐01-‐28	  v1.0.0	  
/theme.css	  
/logo.gif	  
/main.js	  

NETWORK:	  
login.asp	  

FALLBACK:	  
/html/	  /offline.html

Sidenote: “The App Cache is a Douchebag”. Use Service 
Workers instead.



MULTIMEDIA

New Media Elements 
<audio>, <video>, … 

Web Audio API

…

With HTML5 audio and video have become first-class 
citizens of the web. Next to the introduction of the new 
HTML elements, a set of (JavaScript) APIs has also been 
introduced to interact with these objects.



WEB AUDIO API

http://chimera.labs.oreilly.com/books/1234000001552/ch01.html

Just like an analog synth! Awesome!



DEVICE ACCESS
Camera

Geolocation 

Vibration Unit

Contacts

Light Sensor

…

From within a webpage it is possible to access sensors from 
devices itself. On your cellphone, think of access to the 
camera, the vibration unit, the orientation, the location, etc.



GEOLOCATION

http://html5demos.com/geo

Webcam access

Again: this is straight in the browser. No plugins required. 
It’s pure HTML, CSS3 and JavaScript.



WEBCAMTOY

http://webcamtoy.com/

Webcam access

Again: this is straight in the browser. No plugins required. 
It’s pure HTML, CSS3 and JavaScript.



3D, GRAPHICS & EFFECTS

SVG
<canvas>	  

WebGL

HTML5 has given us vector images in the browser (SVG), 
the <canvas> element to draw 2D on (HTML5 Rocks, 2011), 
and WebGL to create 3D worlds (HTML5 Rocks, 2012); no 
plugins required.



CUT THE ROPE

http://www.cuttherope.ie/

Canvas (2D graphics) + CSS3 animations for menus + 
Audio API



BODY BROWSER

http://www.zygotebody.com/

WebGL (non-game)

(demo offline, video available on website though)



HEXGL

http://hexgl.bkcore.com/

WebGL



SCULPTGL

http://stephaneginier.com/sculptgl/

WebGL



FIND YOUR WAY TO OZ

http://www.findyourwaytooz.com/

WebGL



CONNECTIVITY

WebSockets

WebRTC

…

Another slick new feature in HTML is that web pages can 
now – in real-time – communicate with each other thanks 
to Websockets. That way one can implement chat rooms, 
let a smartphone act as a remote controller for a website, 
create a pure web based – along with device access – Skype 
clone, etc.



SHAREDROP

https://www.sharedrop.io/

ShareDrop is a WebRTC powered clone of OS X’s Airdrop. 
Put differently: P2P filesharing through your browser. 
Impressive.



ROLL IT

http://g.co/rollit

WebGL + Websockets + Device Orientation: Your phone is 
an actual remote of a game played on your computer!

(demo offline)



PERFORMANCE & INTEGRATION

Web Workers

XMLHttpRequest2

Timing API

…

With HTML5 we can now do parallel processing thanks to 
Web Workers, do more stuff with XMLHTTPRequest2, etc.



BANANABREAD

https://developer.mozilla.org/en/demos/detail/bananabread/ 

WebGL (Use Firefox)

Sidnote: yes, you can actually do a “rocket jump” in this :-)



PART II
From HTML5 Technologies to HTML5 Game Editors

Okay, so that was part I in which we summed up three 
reasons why Flash got sidetracked by HTML5:
- not supported on all devices
- faster and better devices
- HTML5 improvements

In this second, and smaller, part we’ll take a look at HTML5 
in depth, and how it relates to Game Development



HTML5 Technologies

So, have these HTML5 techologies that we’ve seen in the 
demos. We could start implementing them all one by one 
but thruth be told: that’s one hell of a job.



HTML5 Technologies

HTML5 Libraries

A better option would be to use some HTML5 Libraries 
written on top of those technologies.

Essentially the library is a layer on top of the technologies. 
Instead of working directly with the technologies (which 
requires lots of code), you work with the library that works 
that uses the technologies.



THREE.JS

http://davidscottlyons.com/threejs/presentations/frontporch14/#slide-11

To working with WebGL for example, a developer can use 
ThreeJS, a much more simpler way to start creating 3D 
worlds. Instead of working with the OpenGL ES Shading 
Language one can use the JavaScript functions provided by 
ThreeJS instead. For many of the other HTML5 
advancements, likewise libraries exist.

For developers, this provides a huge speed benefit when it 
comes to developing applications or websites using these 
technologies.

Next to the speed benefit and lower, these libraries also – 
most of the time – tackle cross-browser inconsistencies. 
Howler.js for example – a script to working with the Web 
Audio API – works in all browsers and even provides a 
fallback, in which it uses HTML5 audio tags, when said Web 
Audio API is not supported by the browser. 

For developers, this – again – is a huge timesaver.

So please, don’t work with raw WebGL, or raw Audio 
Context but use one of the libraries to make it more easy 
for you to develop things using said technologies.



HOWLER.JS

http://citymixer.aifoon.org/

Next to the speed benefit and lower, these libraries also – 
most of the time – tackle cross-browser inconsistencies. 
Howler.js for example – a script to working with the Web 
Audio API – works in all browsers and even provides a 
fallback, in which it uses HTML5 audio tags, when said Web 
Audio API is not supported by the browser. 

For developers, this – again – is a huge timesaver.

So please, don’t work with raw WebGL, or raw Audio 
Context but use one of the libraries to make it more easy 
for you to develop things using said technologies.



HTML5 Game Libraries

HTML5 Libraries

HTML5 Technologies

Another layer on top of the HTML5 libraries are the HTML5 
Game Libraries. 

Where the HTML5 Libraries provide only one specific 
functionality, the HTML5 Game Libraries provide everything 
a developer needs to create an entire game. An HTML5 
Game Library typically includes not only a way to showing 
graphics on screen (sprites, objects, scenes), but also how 
to interact with them (keyboard input, mouse input, 
gestures), a way to play back sound (background music, 
sound effects), a graphics renderer (2D, 3D), etc.



Turbulenz

iio Engine

ImpactJS

Enchant.js

Quintus

Crafty

Phaser Panda.js

Today there are lots of HTML5 Game Libraries to choose 
from. It used to be different though, one year ago we didn’t 
have this many options.

Which one should you choose? Well ...



... it’s like picking candy from a candy store. Choose 
whichever one looks best to you and affords your needs.

Do note that choosing an HTML5 Game Library to use will 
have great impact on the type of game one will develop. 
Some libraries are specifically written to create a 2D 
platform game, whilst other libraries are targeted towards 
puzzle games or 3D games.



enchant();
var game = new Core(320, 320);
game.preload('chara1.png');
game.onload = function() {
   var Player = enchant.Class.create(enchant.Sprite, {
       initialize: function() {
            enchant.Sprite.call(this, 32, 32);
            this.image = game.assets['chara1.png'];
            game.rootScene.addChild(this);
        }
    });
    var player = new Player();
    game.rootScene.on('touchstart', function(evt) {
        player.y = evt.localY;
    });
};
game.start(); // start your game!

HERE’S THE CATCH:
There’s one catch though: you’ll need to have programming 
skills to use a game library, yet quite a big burden – the 
one where browser inconsistencies take up a lot of 
development time, or the need to learn a new coding 
language or specification is required – will fall off the 
developer his shoulders.

The snippet above is an example of EnchantJS



POLYCRAFT

https://turbulenz.com/games/polycraft/play

An example game created with Turbulenz is Polycraft. Quite 
amazing indeed.



HTML5 Game Libraries

HTML5 Game Editors

HTML5 Technologies

HTML5 Libraries

Now that the wave of game libraries has reached us over 
the time of a year, a new wave of stuff is arriving, namely 
the wave of HTML5 game developing editors

These are native applications which allow us to create 
HTML5 based games. It still requires coding skills, but on a 
lower level. You could state that it gets easier to create 
something when stepping up to a higher block of the 
schematic. The possibilities however become more narrow: 
you’re limited to the scope of the editor.

The rise is just starting, as there are only a few tools 
available.

We’re quite convinced that by next year there’ll be more, 
but it will - just as it did with the libraries - take time.



SCIRRA CONSTRUCT

https://www.scirra.com/construct2

Scirra Construct is an example of an HTML5 game editor. It 
only runs on Windows though. It’s funny to see that it looks 
a bit like Flash.



TULULOO GAME MAKER

http://www.tululoo.com/

Another example is Tululoo Game Maker, which runs on 
Windows, OS X and Linux.
The outputted code is quite compact. It does require a little 
bit of coding skills, but no more than the coding skills of an 
average flash designer.



MIGHTY EDITOR

http://mightyfingers.com/

“Web based HTML5 Game map editor, based on Phaser.io 
game engine. Create your maps with ease and share them 
in seconds.” (MightyFingers)

Whist not a full editor, this is a fine example of an editor 
that was built to use with an existing HTML5 Game Engine. 
Browser based, thus works on any platform.



EJECTA

http://impactjs.com/ejecta

Editor to creating ImpactJS games. Does both 2D and 3D 
games.

Video Original: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=GEP7zJ9cQfw



UNITY 3D

http://unity3d.com/

Unity3D version 5 will ship with a WebGL Renderer.



HERE’S THE CATCH:

HTML5 Game Libraries

HTML5 Game Editors

HTML5 Technologies

HTML5 Libraries

restricted

unrestricted

easy / fast

difficult / slow

Learning Curve / Time To Result vs. Restrictions 
(Possibilities)

You might get faster results with an HTML5 Game Editor, 
but you’re dependent of the things that are put in there by 
the authors of the Game Editors.



In Summary:

- HTML5 can do it
- Will you?



Thank you!



WHY GAME DEVELOPERS 
SHOULD CARE ABOUT HTML5

Boot.ini, November 2013

Rogier van der Linde & Bramus Van Damme



If you’re looking for the more honest, 
truthful answer to pretty much any 

question on web design and usability, 
here it is:

It depends.

— Jeremy Keith, https://adactio.com/journal/4437

[extra slide to answer the question: “which one is the 
best?”]


